
COST-EFFECTIVENESS WORKING GROUP MEETING
7/18/22

Agenda
1. CEDMC’s Response to CPUC’s draft 2022 ACC Update
2. New Member Engagement Structures

Meeting Notes

1. CEDMC’s Comments re: CPUC’s draft 2022 ACC Update
- CEDMC submitted comments on the CPUC’s draft 2022 ACC Update on July 8.
- A brief recap of the draft update: there are benefits outlined in the new proposed

update, as the update appears to more accurately reflect the holistic value and
cost-effectiveness of DERs. In particular the draft ACC increases:

- Near-term capacity avoided costs,
- Forecasted midday energy prices,
- Short-term distribution avoided costs (for PG&E and SDG&E), and
- Transmission avoided costs (for PG&E).

- CEDMC also voiced concerns with modeled natural gas prices, which seem to be
severely undervalued and do not reflect the recent gas prices nor the potential for
such significant fluctuations in future prices.

- CEDMC also voiced concern/uncertainty about the no-new DER scenario that is
in direct conflict with the trajectory of energy markets and State clean energy
policies.

- A discussion followed about potential implications for using the no-new-DER
scenario as a counterfactual. A question was answer that the short-term
distribution avoided costs and transmission avoided costs are exclusively applied
to specified IOUs due to specific costs associated with the IOUs. For example,
PG&E has significant transmission costs related to the Camp Fire, that is a major
contributing factor to their specific transmission avoided costs.

2.   New Member Engagement Structures
- During the Spring 2022 Council Board Meeting, Board Members and Staff

discussed the opportunity to streamline existing Member Working Groups
(MWGs) to ensure content and participation are as useful, impactful, timely, and
relevant to Members and Staff as possible. This will help the Council leverage its
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existing resources more efficiently and effectively, maximizing Members’ benefits.
Some specifics are still being refined. The following changes will take place over
the coming months:

- Sunset most current MWGs in their current structure, this includes the C/E
MWG.

- Redevelop sunsetting MWGs into three Topic Committees (which are
standing committees to meet with a consistent cadence):

○ Energy Efficiency & Decarb Committee (EEDC): To focus on all matters
related to energy efficiency (EE) and ongoing efforts to decarbonize the
economy. This Topic Committee will also address (among other issues):
cost-effectiveness, solicitations, custom review, EM&V, and NMEC, as
those issues arise.

○ Demand Response, Distributed Energy Resources, & Resilience
Committee (DDRC): To focus on all matters related to DR, DERs, and
resilience. This Topic Committee will also address (among other issues):
cost-effectiveness, DR and Investor-Owned Utilities (IOUs), Emergency
Load Reduction Program (ELRP), California Energy Commission and
CAISO DR off-market efforts (generally), Distribution System Operators
(DSOs), Load Modifying Resources (LMRs), EM&V, and progress related
to the Energy Division’s recent White Paper.

○ Strategic Initiatives Committee (SIC): To focus on all matters related to
technology, data access, data security, financing/investments, markets,
and industry evolution. This Topic Committee will also address (among
other issues): cost-effectiveness, medium-to-long-term evolutions in the
clean energy technology industry, program administration, relevant
legislation and policy strategy, and industry growth opportunities.

- Empower Topic Committees to establish “Task Forces” (TFs) as needed.
- Next steps:

Week of July 18: Cancel all MWGs starting in August, except for the following:
- August 3: Capitol MWG to be held as scheduled.
- August 15: Cost-Effectiveness - revamp to be an “all-hands MWG” ad-hoc

meeting to discuss relevant and timely issues to all Members.
- August 17: Capitol MWG to be held as scheduled.

Week of August 22: Update participants/Members re: new MWGs and Topic
Committees.
Early September: Initiate new MWGs, Topic Committees and cadence.

Note: Staff will call ad-hoc meetings during this transition period if an issue arises
that requires time and experience-specific member engagement.

Next Meeting
Please participate in the scheduled August 15 “all-hands MWG” ad-hoc meeting. This
will be a great opportunity to continue pertinent and timely discussions. Look out for
more information within the next steps schedule outlined above.
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